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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have shown remarkable capabilities, but even the best LLMs still struggle with complex logical reasoning problems. Recent methods like Logic-LM propose to combine LLMs with symbolic solvers to improve reasoning ability. By prompting the LLM to translate a natural language problem into a symbolic formulation and then feeding the symbolic formulation to a deterministic symbolic solver, this neuro-symbolic approach capitalizes on the ability of LLMs to understand flexible natural language while relying on the faithful and guaranteed reasoning ability of symbolic solvers. However, the Logic-LM approach fails when the translation is incorrect. To enable more robust generation of correct logic programs, we propose a new Prototype-then-Refine framework (ProRef) that applies an extensible series of prototypers to pick a strong prototype logic program which it then refines using an extensible series of refiners. On the challenging AR-LSAT dataset, we find that our framework significantly improves the executable rate of generated logic programs from 20.05% to 32.47%, enabling GPT-3.5-Turbo to almost match the executable rate of GPT-4 (32.61%). However, this does not improve the accuracy (percentage of questions answered correctly). We perform a thorough analysis of the errors in the generated programs and propose further improvements in our framework that can improve the accuracy as well as the executable rate.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have shown remarkable capabilities, including human-like reasoning abilities. However, even the best LLMs still struggle with complex logical reasoning problems. In Liu et al. (2023b), authors perform a systematic evaluation of the logical reasoning ability of GPT-4 on logical reasoning datasets like LogiQA 2.0 (Liu et al., 2023a) and AR-LSAT (Zhong et al., 2021). They find that GPT-4 achieves an accuracy of 58.49% on the LogiQA 2.0 test set (compared to 83% human average performance) and 33.48% on the AR-LSAT (Zhong et al., 2021) test set (compared to 56% human average performance). The gap is even wider when we consider the best human performance, which is 99% on LogiQA 2.0 and 91% on AR-LSAT.

Recent studies (e.g. Golovneva et al. (2023)) found that LLMs sometimes make unfaithful reasoning, where the derived conclusion does not follow the previously generated reasoning process. While Chain-of-Thought (CoT) (Wei et al., 2023) prompting tries to imitate human reasoning processes, LLMs remain black-box probabilistic models, and they lack a mechanism to guarantee the faithfulness of reasoning. In contrast, symbolic solvers are faithful and transparent because their reasoning is based on symbolically represented knowledge and follows well-defined inference rules. Inspired by this observation, Logic-LM (Pan et al., 2023) and LINC (Olausson et al., 2023) introduce frameworks that integrate LLMs with symbolic solvers. Both frameworks lead to a significant improvement over purely LLM-based reasoning. Averaged over five logical reasoning datasets, Logic-LM achieves a
performance boost of 18.4% compared to CoT using GPT-4. LINC, also using GPT-4, scores 26% higher than CoT on the ProofWriter dataset (Tafjord et al., 2021) while performing comparably on the FOLIO dataset (Han et al., 2022).

Logic-LM and LINC are both examples of *neuro-symbolic* methods that combine neural LLMs with symbolic reasoning engines. Both methods decompose the logical reasoning problem into a *Problem Formulation* stage and a *Symbolic Reasoning* stage. The Problem Formulation stage uses an LLM to convert a natural language (NL) description of the problem into a symbolic formulation, or *logic program*, which is then fed to a deterministic symbolic solver in the Symbolic Reasoning stage. If the problem is correctly converted to a logic program in the Problem Formulation stage, the symbolic solver will be able to answer it. Thus, the challenge lies in having the LLM correctly translate the NL problem into a logic program that has correct syntax (does not lead to errors) and correct semantics (accurately reflects the problem). The main limitation of Logic-LM and LINC is that LLMs sometimes fail to correctly formulate the problem for the symbolic solver. This limitation is more pronounced on the most challenging AR-LSAT dataset (Zhong et al., 2021), where the percentage of logic programs generated by GPT-4 that are *executable* is 32.9% on the development set; the others lead to either parsing or execution errors. Logic-LM introduces a self-refinement module that attempts to fix errors in generated logic programs by re-prompting the LLM with the error message, and also includes a backup strategy of direct CoT prompting of the LLM in case the logic program cannot be fixed. These strategies help slightly improve performance, but the overall accuracy of Logic-LM with GPT-4 on AR-LSAT is 43.04%. This is currently the state-of-the-art accuracy on AR-LSAT, which shows that there is significant room for improvement in the ability of LLMs to reason through complex logical problems.

![Figure 1: Our framework](image)

We focus on the AR-LSAT dataset in our project. Our contributions are twofold. First, we perform a thorough error analysis on the failures of Logic-LM on AR-LSAT, categorizing and identifying the causes of the different errors. Second, based on observations from our error analysis, we propose a new and extensible framework, Prototype-then-Refine, that aims to improve the ability of LLMs to generate correct logic programs (i.e., improve the Problem Formulation stage of methods like Logic-LM). Figure 1 shows our framework. In the *Prototype* stage, we sample several logic programs, similar to what LINC does, and run one or more prototypers on the samples, with the goal of picking one final prototype logic program. While we propose a particular sequence of prototypers, the framework allows for arbitrarily more powerful prototypers to be applied. In the *Refine* stage, we run a series of error-guided refiners that attempt to fix the prototype logic program in a way that mimics how a human would fix an incorrect logic program.
2 Related Work

Logical Reasoning with Language Models. LLMs have shown the emergent ability to perform basic logical reasoning (Brown et al., 2020). Various prompting methods have been developed that rely on in-context learning and specially designed prompts to elicit improved LLM reasoning capabilities, including CoT prompting that prompts the LLM to generate step-by-step reasoning (Wei et al., 2023), self-consistency decoding that samples diverse reasoning paths and then selects the most consistent answer (Wang et al., 2023), and least-to-most prompting that breaks the problem down into simpler components that can be solved individually (Zhou et al., 2023). Other approaches rely on fine-tuning LLMs to improve their reasoning ability (Wei et al., 2022; Yang et al., 2022; Tafjord et al., 2022). Despite the large variety of methods introduced in this area, LLMs still fall short of robust and faithful logical reasoning (Golovneva et al., 2023). More recently, solver-augmented LLM frameworks like Logic-LM (Pan et al., 2023) and LINC (Olausson et al., 2023) integrate LLMs with symbolic solvers to improve reasoning ability. A different approach was taken by Feng et al. (2023), whose development of LoGiPT supports the hypothesis that language models can be logical solvers by fine-tuning an LLM to directly emulate the reasoning processes of symbolic solvers. This approach has the benefit of not being prone to failure whenever a parsing or execution error occurs in the logic program fed to the symbolic solver. However, this approach sacrifices the deterministic and faithful reasoning offered by symbolic solvers, since it still relies on a black-box probabilistic model to perform reasoning. In our work, we follow the direction taken by Logic-LM and LINC, but we design a new Prototype-then-Refine framework that allows for more robust generation of correct logic programs.

LM-based Code Generation and Reranking. Recent pretrained LLMs have shown an impressive ability to generate code given natural language instructions in a zero-shot or few-shot manner (Chen et al., 2021; Fried et al., 2023; Chowdhery et al., 2023; Nijkamp et al., 2023). Chen et al. (2021) observe that in many cases, among a diverse set of programs sampled from an LLM, there will be correct solutions, and they propose to find the best solutions by ranking them based on the likelihood assigned to the generated code by the LLM: \( p(y|x) \), where \( x \) is the natural language instruction, \( y \) is the generated code, and \( p(\cdot|x) \) is an LLM (prompted with instruction \( x \)) that serves as the Coder model (following the terminology in Zhang et al., 2023). Several ranking methods have subsequently been proposed, some of which rely on information gained from executing the generated programs (Shi et al., 2022; Li et al., 2022). Zhang et al. (2023) propose Coder-Reviewer reranking, which ranks programs using the product \( p(y|x)p(x|y) \), where \( p(x|y) \) is the probability given by a Reviewer model that is prompted to output the original instruction given the generated code. Reranking with Coder-Reviewer significantly improves over ranking with only the Coder model because it helps avoid mistakenly picking degenerate solutions such as extremely short code, repetitive or generic solutions, etc. Coder-Reviewer does not require program execution, and Zhang et al. (2023) show via experiments that it is complementary to execution-based reranking methods. In our work, we use both execution-based reranking and Coder-Reviewer reranking in the Prototype stage. While our framework aims to output logic programs, which have different characteristics from Python code or code in another popular language, we hypothesize that Coder-Reviewer reranking can help in our case as well. In designing our prototypers and refiners, we were also inspired by previous work on LLM-based program repair (Xia and Zhang, 2022).

3 Approach

We start by giving an overview of the Logic-LM framework and how we built upon it. Following the Logic-LM framework, our approach takes an input natural language problem, converts it into a symbolic logic program, executes a solver on the logic program, and outputs an answer. We focus on the AR-LSAT dataset, which consists of multiple-choice logical reasoning questions that each come with 5 options to pick the answer from. There are many different symbolic solvers, but for the analytical reasoning questions in AR-LSAT, a suitable solver is a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solver like Z3 (de Moura and Bjørner, 2008). SAT is the problem of deciding if there is an assignment to the variables of a Boolean formula such that the formula is satisfied. Since many analytical reasoning problems can be formulated as SAT problems, the Z3 solver is suitable for AR-LSAT problems.

In the Logic-LM code for AR-LSAT, the LLM is prompted to output a logic program in an intermediate symbolic language. This intermediate output is called a raw logic program. This raw logic
program is then translated into a Z3 Python program, which is a Python program that implements the logic formulas given in the raw logic program and then executes the Z3 solver to determine which of the 5 given options is correct. The mapping from the raw logic program to the Z3 Python program is deterministic. Figure 2 shows an example of an AR-LSAT problem, its corresponding raw logic program, and its corresponding Z3 Python program.

![Figure 2: Translations](image)

Most of our initial focus has been on the translation by the LLM from the NL problem description to the raw logic program. Whenever we mention "logic programs", we will be referring to raw logic programs. We adopt the same intermediate symbolic language used by Logic-LM for AR-LSAT problems, and we leverage the code translator module from the Logic-LM repository (https://github.com/teacherpeterpan/Logic-LLM) to convert the intermediate logic program to the Z3 Python program. There are two aspects to our approach: error analysis (Section 3.1) and the introduction of the Prototype-then-Refine framework (Section 3.2).

### 3.1 Error Analysis

First, we perform a thorough error analysis and manually inspect erroneous logic programs and their corresponding Z3 Python programs to identify common failure cases. While previous works Logic-LM (Pan et al., 2023) and LINC (Olausson et al., 2023) did their own error analysis, doing our own analysis enabled us to identify exactly how each error occurred, and how the relevant line in the raw logic program or Z3 Python program should be corrected. Moreover, we analyzed some cases more deeply, inspecting and modifying the automatically generated Z3 Python code and running the solver with different conditions to identify which constraints are missing or incorrect. This deeper analysis allowed us to derive concrete and useful insights that informed our design of the refiners in the Refine stage.

We focus on raw logic programs generated by GPT-4 or GPT-3.5-Turbo using the original Logic-LM prompt (shown in Appendix B). The examples we analyze are all taken from the dev set of AR-LSAT, for which the GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-Turbo output logic programs were helpfully provided by Pan et al. (2023) in their GitHub repository.

We parse the generated error messages into the following error categories: 1) Underconstrained, 2) Overconstrained, 3) TypeError, 4) SyntaxError, 5) NameError, 6) AttributeError, 7) Parsing Error, 8) Z3 Exception, and 9) No Output. Below are examples of a SyntaxError and a TypeError, with the erroneous line in dark red and the corrected line in dark green. We show examples of other error categories in the Appendix.

- **SyntaxError:** `invalid syntax`
  ```python
  is_minimum(Count([s:seats], sits(George, s) & & sits(Karl, s + 5)))
  ```

---

**NL Problem** | **LLM** | **Raw Logic Program** | **Deterministic** | **Z3 Python Program**
---|---|---|---|---
Context: On Tuesday Vladimir and Wendy each eat exactly four separate meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner, and a snack. Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day. For breakfast, each eats exactly one. (--- more context here ---) Wendy eats an omelet for lunch.

Questions: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?

Choices:
- (A) fish
- (B) hot cake
- (C) macaroni
- (D) omelet
- (E) poached egg

**Options:**
- Underconstrained
- Overconstrained
- TypeError
- SyntaxError
- NameError
- AttributeError
- Parsing Error
- Z3 Exception
- No Output
Two noteworthy error categories we introduce are 1) Underconstrained and 2) Overconstrained. We explain these two error categories in Section 3.1.1. We report on the percentages of the different error categories in the Experiments section.

### 3.1.1 Overconstrained and Underconstrained Logic Programs

To explain overconstrained and underconstrained logic programs, we first need to describe the structure of the Z3 Python programs that serve as our symbolic solvers. Recall that every problem has five choices, so for every problem, the sampled raw logic program, as well as the generated Z3 Python program, has five queries to the Z3 solver at the end, designed so that only one of them returns True. The structure of these five queries depends on the question. Below, we give some examples of different types of questions and the solver queries they result in:

- If the question is "If Miyauchi and Wharton both serve on the finance committee, then which one of the following could be true?", and if option A says "A) Guzman and Lepp both serve on the finance committee.", then the solver query for option A would be:

  ```python
  is_sat(And(serves_on(Miyauchi) == finance_committee,
  serves_on(Wharton) == finance_committee, serves_on(Guzman) ==
  finance_committee, serves_on(Lepp) == finance_committee))
  ```

- If the question asks if a condition CANNOT be true, then the `is_sat` call would be wrapped inside an `is_exception` call.

- If the question asks which of the five options must be true, then the five solver queries would be `is_valid` queries. Assuming option A is "A) Hamadi is appointed to the appellate court.", the corresponding solver query would be

  ```python
  is_valid(appointed(Hamadi) == appellate_court)
  ```

The function `is_valid` returns True if the negation of the given condition is unsatisfiable given the problem constraints, which would mean that the given condition must be true.

In our error analysis, we observed situations where the solver returns no output. This is because none of the five solver queries return True. If this occurs, the diagnosis of the problem depends on the type of solver queries.

#### Underconstrained

If the solver queries were `is_valid` solver queries, then if none of them return True, it means the solver does not evaluate the negation of any of them as unsatisfiable given the constraints, which means that the constraints are too loose: this is the underconstrained case. This case arises when some important, possibly implicit constraint is missing.

#### Overconstrained

On the other hand, if the solver queries are `is_sat` queries and the solver does not evaluate that any of the five choices as satisfiable, then it means that the constraints are too strict: this is the overconstrained case. When this occurs, it might mean that the constraints are in fact contradictory, and even just the constraints (preconditions) are not evaluated as satisfiable by the solver. If the solver does evaluate the preconditions as satisfiable, but does not evaluate any of the solver queries as satisfiable, then there is something wrong in the formulas of the solver queries that makes even the ground-truth correct choice unsatisfiable.

These new insights are more detailed and low-level than the error analysis done in [Pan et al., 2023], and we can use these insights to design better refiners based on whether the program is underconstrained or overconstrained.
3.2 Prototype-then-Refine Framework

Our second main contribution is the development of a novel framework that we call Prototype-then-Refine, which is designed to enable more robust generation of correct logic programs. We build our approach, Prototype-then-Refine, based on the foundation given by Logic-LM. Our approach decomposes the Problem Formulation stage from Logic-LM into two stages. The purpose of the Prototype stage is to pick a strong prototype of a raw logic program, while the purpose of the Refine stage is to iteratively refine the prototype program it is given if it leads to errors, in a way that mimics how a human would fix the prototype logic program. In some cases, the prototype program would already execute in the solver without errors, in which case we don’t need syntax-focused refinement, and might elect to skip further semantics-focused refinement. This design is extensible: we can introduce arbitrarily more sophisticated prototypers and refiners, each of which can make the overall pipeline more robust. Next, we discuss different examples of prototypers and refiners, and describe our main Prototype-then-Refine pipeline.

3.2.1 Prototypers

We implement two prototypers below. Note that arbitrarily more powerful prototypers can be added.

- **Execution-based prototyper with majority voting.** This prototyper samples several logic programs and executes each of them with Z3 (after translating to a Z3 Python program). Let \( k \) be the number of samples (we use \( k = 10 \) by default). Among \( k \) solver outputs, we take the \( s \leq k \) outputs that are not errors. These \( s \) outputs will each be one of the five choices A, B, C, D, or E. Among these, we take the most common answer as our prototype predicted answer. We pick any of the logic programs that predicted this majority answer as the prototype program. Unless we will do heuristics-based semantic refinement in the Refine stage, this prototype predicted answer is the final answer given by our framework. Note that this prototyper is based on the LINC design (Olausson et al., 2023).

- **Coder-Reviewer prototyper.** This prototyper is applied if all \( k \) samples from the majority-voting prototyper lead to errors. In this case, we want to pick one final prototype, but we don’t have any feedback from execution. Thus, we rank the programs using coder-reviewer reranking. Specifically, given a natural language instruction \( x \), we sample \( k \) logic programs \( y_i \) using a Coder model \( p(\cdot| x) \) created by prompting the LLM to generate the logic program using the same prompt Logic-LM uses (see full prompt in Appendix D). We then create a Reviewer model by putting the output logic program \( y_i \) in the prompt and asking the LLM to generate the original natural language problem. Specifically, we give the following instruction to the LLM:

  You are given a logic program consisting of three parts: Declarations, Constraints, and Options. This logic program is a formalization of an original natural language problem. Your task is to output the original natural language problem.

We also switch the inputs and outputs in the few-shot demonstrations so that the input is the logic program and the output is the NL problem (the full prompt is given in Appendix C). We then rank the program by the log of the product of the Coder and Reviewer probabilities \( \log p(y_i| x) p(x_i| y_i) = \log p(y_i| x) + \log p(x_i| y_i) \), where \( x_i \) is the generated backward translation of the NL instruction given \( y_i \). We retrieve the log-probabilities by setting \( \text{logprobs=True} \) in the OpenAI API call. The program \( y_i \) that ranks first under this reranking is picked as the prototype program. At this point, the prototype predicted answer is still \( \text{None} \), since the program yields an error when the solver is executed. This program will need to be refined in the Refine stage.

3.2.2 Refiners

Below is a list of refiners we have implemented. We introduce two new refiners based on the errors we encountered during our error analysis: the implicit constraints refiner and the consistency refiner. We also include an error feedback refiner that is directly based on the self-refinement module from Logic-LM. More refiners can be added as more failure cases are discovered.

- **Implicit constraints refiner.** This refiner prompts the LLM to identify implicit constraints that are not explicitly mentioned in the problem statement. Our goal for this refiner was to add implicit constraints that are common sense to humans but need to be explicitly enforced in the logic formulas
for the solver to work together, e.g. that Fred is a boy (gender(Fred) == boy) or that a locker that is shared between a boy and a girl is implicitly not shared by anyone else (for any shared locker, ensure that no more than two children are assigned to that locker). Appendix A.1 shows the prompt we use and one example of our few-shot demonstrations.

- **Consistency refiner.** This refiner prompts the LLM to fix any inconsistencies between the Declarations and Constraints in the logic program. For example, in one case, the Declarations defined a list called children that contained four boys and three girls:

  \[
  \text{children = EnumSort([Fred, Juan, Marc, Paul, Nita, Rachel, Trisha])}.
  \]

  Then, to enforce that a shared locker must be shared between a boy and a girl, the LLM created a constraint that assumed that a list boys and a list girls were defined:

  \[
  \text{ForAll([l:lockers] ...<logic capturing if two children are assigned to locker l, then>... Exists([b:boys, g:girls], And(assigned(b) == l, assigned(g) == l)))}.
  \]

  This refiner prompts the LLM to fix such cases, and we provide few-shot demonstrations showing manually constructed examples of incorrect and corrected programs. Appendix A.2 shows the prompt and an example demonstration.

- **Error feedback refiner.** This refiner is based on the self-refinement module of Logic-LM (Pan et al., 2023), which prompts the LLM with the error message and asks it to fix the program. This refiner is parameterized by the max number of feedback rounds, which we set to 4 in our main experiments. Appendix A.3 shows the prompt and an example correction.

4 Experiments

During our project, we ran various experiments with different goals. We omit some experiments that don’t bear relevance to this final report, such as the experiment we ran to evaluate LINC on AR-LSAT, the results of which we reported in the milestone. Our main experiments aimed to evaluate three questions:

1. How do different LLMs (including open-source LLMs) perform under the baseline Logic-LM framework? The Logic-LM paper (Pan et al., 2023) only evaluates its framework using OpenAI models, so we wanted to evaluate the framework using less powerful open-source models.

2. Does our Prototype-then-Refine framework improve the Executable Rate, Executable Accuracy, and Overall Accuracy of the generated logic programs on the AR-LSAT dev set?

3. What is the incremental effect of the prototypers and refiners we implemented?

**Data.** We ran all experiments on the dev split of the AR-LSAT dataset (Zhong et al., 2021), which contains 231 logical reasoning questions from the Law School Admission Test between years 1991 and 2016. Given a problem, we formulate a prompt that includes instructions, the problem statement, the question, and multiple-choice answers. The task is to generate logic program and output the correct answer out of the five given options. An example prompt is shown in Appendix B.

**Evaluation Method.** The main evaluation method is accuracy: percentage of questions answered correctly. A more fine-grained way to evaluate the approach is to look at the percentage of executable logic programs generated by the LLM (Executable Rate) and the accuracy within executable programs (Executable Accuracy).

4.1 Experimental Details

In a given experiment, we run all 231 AR-LSAT problems from the dev set through each stage of our pipeline. After each stage (e.g. after running the prototypers, or after running the implicit constraints refiner), we run the solver using the generated logic programs and then compute the Executable Rate, Executable Accuracy, and Overall Accuracy by evaluating the outputs of the Z3 solver compared to the true answers for all 231 problems. We run our ProRef framework using GPT-3.5-Turbo. We are unable to run it with GPT-4 because it would cost over $300.

4.2 Results

In Table 1, we benchmark our proposed framework against the Logic-LM framework with various LLMs. In Logic LM models and our framework, if the generated logic program is not executable, we
fall back to a backup strategy of directly prompting the LLM to answer the question. This is why we still see some accuracy with Mixtral even though it gets a 0% Executable Rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Executable Rate</th>
<th>Executable Accuracy</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic-LM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>32.61%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>34.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5-Turbo</td>
<td>20.05%</td>
<td>31.82%</td>
<td>25.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct</td>
<td>2.60%</td>
<td>16.67</td>
<td>22.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vicuna-13b-v1.5</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>24.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProRef (Ours)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5-Turbo</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>23.81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Performance of different LLMs in Logic-LM, and the performance of GPT-3.5-Turbo in our framework. All experiments are run on the dev set of AR-LSAT, which contains 231 problems. Note that we don’t run our framework with GPT-4 because it would cost over $300.

The first observation from these results is that our framework significantly increases the Executable Rate from 20.05% to 32.47%. More specifically, the Prototype stage (which applies $k$-majority voting and coder-reviewer reranking) increases the Executable Rate from 20.05% to 27.27%, while the Refine stage (which applies implicit constraints, consistency, and error feedback refiners) further increases the Executable Rate to 32.47%. However, the increase in Executable Rate does not lead to an increase in Overall Accuracy, and in fact leads to a decrease in Executable Accuracy and Overall Accuracy. We discuss these results further in the Analysis section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Executable Rate</th>
<th>Executable Accuracy</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/ CR</td>
<td>w/o CR</td>
<td>w/ CR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$-Majority Voting</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>26.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implicit Constraints</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>29.00%</td>
<td>26.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>27.27%</td>
<td>29.00%</td>
<td>26.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Feedback @1</td>
<td>32.03%</td>
<td>32.46%</td>
<td>27.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Feedback @2</td>
<td>32.03%</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>27.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Feedback @3</td>
<td>32.04%</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>27.03%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Feedback @4</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>28.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Incremental improvement across different prototypers and refiners in our framework using GPT-3.5-Turbo. "w/ CR" and "w/o CR" refer to "with coder-reviewer" and "without coder-reviewer" respectively.

### 4.2.1 Coder-Reviewer Ablation

We also ran an ablation experiment where we turned off coder-reviewer (CR) reranking. Our results show that CR reranking does improve the Executable Accuracy and Overall Accuracy compared to if we simply pick a random logic program as our prototype logic program to be fed to the Refine stage. Note that the percentages are the same after $k$-majority voting, since we haven’t applied (or not applied) CR yet. The fact that the accuracy after different refiner rounds improves with CR compared to without it indicates that CR helps pick logic programs that are better suited to serve as prototypes. In other words, the prototype programs that CR picks are higher-quality candidates for refinement.

### 4.3 Error Patterns

In Table 3 we provide rigorous analysis of all the possible errors and exceptions encountered during the evaluation of LLMs within Logic-LM and our framework. The Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct model in Logic-LM struggle with higher incidence of Parsing Errors and Syntax Errors, which indicate difficulties in the syntactic interpretation and generation. In contrast, GPT-4 and GPT-3.5-turbo manifest superior adaptability across various error categories, underscoring their maturity and adeptness in generating the logic paradigms within the Logic-LM. SyntaxError, TypeError, NameError, Parsing Error, Over-Constrained and Under-Constrained are often prevalent and causes significant drop in the accuracy. By identifying these common error types, we can focus on refining them in our Refiner stage in which we can mitigate these error occurrences, thereby improving execution accuracy.
Table 3: Error analysis on the translated logic programs for various LLMs. Using our framework, we are able to almost match the error count of GPT-4 (156 vs. 155) using the 40-60x cheaper GPT-3.5-Turbo.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Logic-LM</th>
<th>ProRef (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>GPT-3.5-Turbo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underconstrained</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overconstrained</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TypeError</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SyntaxError</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NameError</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AttributeError</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsing Error</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3 Exception</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Output</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| constraint: shared(1) == false && shared(2) == false |
| python translation: pre_conds.append(shared(1) == false && shared(2) == false) |

**Correction**

| constraint: And(shared(1) == false, shared(2) == false) |
| python translation: pre_conds.append(And(shared(1) == false, shared(2) == false)) |

Figure 3: Example of a failure to handle simple syntax errors.

5 Analysis

From the Executable Rate and Accuracy numbers, we can observe that all LLMs struggle to solve AR-LSAT problems. A powerful LLM like GPT-4 is able to achieve a higher Executable Accuracy of 60%. On the other hand, Mixtral and Vicuna models mostly fail to generate correct logic programs, with an Executable Rate of 2.60% and 3.48% respectively.

Overall, our results indicate that it is not enough to optimize for an executable program. Optimizing for an executable program is different from optimizing for a correct program. Even though we are able to significantly increase the Executable Rate, the generated programs that became executable are still not semantically correct. Thus, we need to implement more semantics-guided refinement modules. Fortunately, our framework naturally supports the addition of such semantic refiners, which we leave for future work.

We also discovered a bug in the Logic-LM code that causes it to misclassify a solver execution as successful even though the solver returned True for all five choices. Just like an underconstrained or overconstrained logic program can lead to an empty output that would result in that logic program correctly being classified as “execution error”, an underconstrained (resp. overconstrained) logic program might lead to all choices being judged as satisfiable (resp. unsatisfiable) by the solver.

A noteworthy observation is that, as expected, the deterministic, rule-based translation from raw logic program to Z3 Python code is rigid and lacks flexibility in detecting even simple syntax errors. Figure 3 shows an illustrative example that highlights the required flexibility of the solver for handling logical operations such as `And()` and `&&`. This presents an additional challenge for LLMs in improving their performance on AR-LSAT problems. Even though this project, like Logic-LM and LINC, is motivated by the faithfulness and guaranteed correctness of symbolic solvers, this example and similar failures make the argument for a different direction that still directly relies on LLMs and their flexibility but fine-tunes them to “function as symbolic solvers”, as Feng et al. (2023) do in LoGiPT.

6 Conclusion

In this project, we developed a neuro-symbolic framework called Prototype-then-Refine (ProRef) that improves the logical reasoning ability of LLMs by enabling more robust generation of correct logic programs that are fed to symbolic solvers. We built on the foundation given by Logic-LM, which combines LLMs with symbolic solvers to solve complex logical reasoning questions. Focusing
on the AR-LSAT dataset, we started by evaluating Logic-LM, which served as our baseline, using different LLMs, including open-source LLMs which the Logic-LM authors did not evaluate with. We then benchmarked our method against Logic-LM. We found that our method significantly improves the execution rate of generated logic programs (from 20.05% to 32.47%), enabling GPT-3.5-Turbo to almost match the executable rate of GPT-4 (32.61%). However, we observed a decrease in the execution accuracy of the generated logic programs (and thus the overall accuracy) compared to Logic-LM.

We concluded that the goal of making the logic programs executable is not fully aligned with the goal of making them semantically correct, which motivates creating semantics-guided refiners that would aim to generate semantically correct logic programs. Such refiners can naturally be added to our ProRef framework, so they do not depart from the direction our proposed approach takes.

We also applied the Coder-Reviewer reranking idea and confirmed that it improves the execution accuracy of generated logic programs, especially after applying our proposed refiner modules. One idea immediately worth investigating next is to implement a constrained decoder prototyper that would ensure the generated logic programs adhere to the correct grammar rules to avoid syntax and type errors.

7 Key Information to include

- Mentor: Tianyi Zhang
- Team contributions: Hashem proposed the project idea and designed the Prototype-then-Refine framework. He evaluated the LINC method using GPT-4, and implemented the k-majority and coder-reviewer prototypers. Bassem benchmarked Logic-LM with open-source LLMs and implemented the implicit constraints, consistency, and error feedback refiners. He wrote the code for parsing and counting different error categories. Both contributed to error analysis, the design of the ProRef code, and the writing of the report.
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A Refiner: Input Prompt and Response

A.1 Implicit Constraint Refiner

**Task Description:** Given the initial program, update the following logic program with additional implicit constraints to the given constraints.

**Initial Program**

**Declarations:**
people = EnumSort([Vladimir, Wendy])
meals = EnumSort([breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack])
foods = EnumSort([fish, hot_cakes, macaroni, omelet, poached_eggs])
eats = Function([people, meals] -> [foods])

**Constraints:**
ForAll([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) != eats(Wendy, m)) ::: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy
ForAll([p: people, f: foods], Count([m: meals], eats(p, m) == f) <= 1) ::: Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, breakfast) == hot_cakes, eats(p, breakfast) == poached_eggs, eats(p, breakfast) == omelet)) ::: For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, lunch) == fish, eats(p, lunch) == hot_cakes, eats(p, lunch) == macaroni, eats(p, lunch) == omelet)) ::: For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, dinner) == fish, eats(p, dinner) == hot_cakes, eats(p, dinner) == macaroni, eats(p, dinner) == omelet)) ::: For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, snack) == fish, eats(p, snack) == omelet)) ::: For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet
eats(Wendy, lunch) == omelet ::: Wendy eats an omelet for lunch

**Options:**
Question ::: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == fish)) ::: (A)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == hot_cakes)) ::: (B)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == macaroni)) ::: (C)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (D)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (E)

**Updated Program**

**Declarations:**
people = EnumSort([Vladimir, Wendy])
meals = EnumSort([breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack])
foods = EnumSort([fish, hot_cakes, macaroni, omelet, poached_eggs])
eats = Function([people, meals] -> [foods])

**Constraints:**
ForAll([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) != eats(Wendy, m)) ::: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy
ForAll([p: people, f: foods], Count([m: meals], eats(p, m) == f) <= 1) ::: Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, breakfast) == hot_cakes, eats(p, breakfast) == poached_eggs, eats(p, breakfast) == omelet)) ::: For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, lunch) == fish, eats(p, lunch) == hot_cakes, eats(p, lunch) == macaroni, eats(p, lunch) == omelet)) ::: For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, dinner) == fish, eats(p, dinner) == hot_cakes, eats(p, dinner) == macaroni, eats(p, dinner) == omelet)) ::: For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, snack) == fish, eats(p, snack) == omelet)) ::: For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet
eats(Wendy, lunch) == omelet ::: Wendy eats an omelet for lunch

**Options:**
Question ::: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == fish)) ::: (A)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == hot_cakes)) ::: (B)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == macaroni)) ::: (C)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (D)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (E)
A.2 Consistency Refiner

**Task Description:** Given the initial program, check the consistency between declarations and constraints and update the following logic program to mitigate inconsistency.

**Initial Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Declarations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>people = EnumSort([Vladimir, Wendy])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meals = EnumSort([breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foods = EnumSort([fish, hot_cakes, macaroni, omelet, poached_eggs])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eats = Function([people, meals] -&gt; [foods])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) != eats(Wendy, m)) ::: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people, f: foods], Count([m: meals], eats(p, m) == f) &lt;= 1) ::: Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, breakfast) == hot_cakes, eats(p, breakfast) == poached_eggs, eats(p, breakfast) == omelet)) ::: For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, lunch) == fish, eats(p, lunch) == hot_cakes, eats(p, lunch) == macaroni, eats(p, lunch) == omelet)) ::: For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, dinner) == fish, eats(p, dinner) == hot_cakes, eats(p, dinner) == macaroni, eats(p, dinner) == omelet)) ::: For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, snack) == fish, eats(p, snack) == omelet)) ::: For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eats(Wendy, lunch) == omelet ::: Wendy eats an omelet for lunch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question :::: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == fish)) ::: (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == hot_cakes)) ::: (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == macaroni)) ::: (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == omelet)) ::: (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Updated Program**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Declarations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>people = EnumSort([Vladimir, Wendy])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meals = EnumSort([breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>foods = EnumSort([fish, hot_cakes, macaroni, omelet, poached_eggs])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eats = Function([people, meals] -&gt; [foods])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) != eats(Wendy, m)) ::: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people, f: foods], Count([m: meals], eats(p, m) == f) &lt;= 1) ::: Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, breakfast) == hot_cakes, eats(p, breakfast) == poached_eggs, eats(p, breakfast) == omelet)) ::: For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, lunch) == fish, eats(p, lunch) == hot_cakes, eats(p, lunch) == macaroni, eats(p, lunch) == omelet)) ::: For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, dinner) == fish, eats(p, dinner) == hot_cakes, eats(p, dinner) == macaroni, eats(p, dinner) == omelet)) ::: For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, snack) == fish, eats(p, snack) == omelet)) ::: For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eats(Wendy, lunch) == omelet ::: Wendy eats an omelet for lunch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question :::: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == fish)) ::: (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == hot_cakes)) ::: (B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == macaroni)) ::: (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == omelet)) ::: (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) ::: (E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.3 Error Feedback Refiner

Task Description: Given the initial program and the error message, debug the following logic program.

Initial Program
Declarations:
  days = EnumSort([Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday])
  divisions = EnumSort([Operations, Production, Sales])
  toured = Function([days] -> [divisions])

Constraints:
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Operations) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Production) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Sales) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  toured(Monday) != Operations ::: The Operations division is not toured on Monday

Error Message:
TypeError: '<' not supported between instances of 'DatatypeRef' and 'DatatypeRef'

Updated Program
Declarations:
  days = IntSort([Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday])
  divisions = EnumSort([Operations, Production, Sales])
  toured = Function([days] -> [divisions])

Constraints:
  And(Monday == 1, Tuesday == 2, Wednesday == 3, Thursday == 4, Friday == 5))
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Operations) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Production) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  Count([d: days], toured(d) == Sales) >= 1 ::: Each division is toured at least once
  toured(Monday) != Operations ::: The Operations division is not toured on Monday
B Prototype-Refine Logic Program Examples

In this section, we present sample prompt and the corresponding logic program outputs at each refinement stage within our framework.

**Input Prompt**

**Task Description:** Given a problem description and a question. The task is to formulate the problem as a logic program, consisting three parts: Declarations, Constraints, and Options.

**Declarations:** Declare the variables and functions.

**Constraints:** Write the constraints in the problem description as logic formulas.

**Options:** Write the options in the question as logic formulas.

**Context:** A closet contains exactly six hangers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, hanging, in that order, from left to right. It also contains exactly six dresses—one gauze, one linen, one polyester, one rayon, one silk, and one wool—differently hanging on each of the hangers, in an order satisfying the following conditions: The gauze dress is on a lower-numbered hanger than the polyester dress. The rayon dress is on hanger 1 or hanger 6. Either the wool dress or the silk dress is on hanger 3. The linen dress hangs immediately to the right of the silk dress.

**Question:** Which one of the following could be an accurate matching of the hangers to the fabrics of the dresses that hang on them?

**Options:**

-(A) 1: wool; 2: gauze; 3: silk; 4: linen; 5: polyester; 6: rayon
-(B) 1: rayon; 2: wool; 3: gauze; 4: silk; 5: linen; 6: polyester
-(C) 1: polyester; 2: gauze; 3: wool; 4: silk; 5: linen; 6: rayon
-(D) 1: linen; 2: silk; 3: wool; 4: gauze; 5: polyester; 6: rayon
-(E) 1: gauze; 2: rayon; 3: silk; 4: linen; 5: wool; 6: polyester

**Reference Answer:** (A)

**Prototype Logic Program**

**Declarations:**

```prolog
hangers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6])
dresses = EnumSort([gauze, linen, polyester, rayon, silk, wool])
hangs = Function([hangers] -> [dresses])
```

**Constraints:**

```prolog
Distinct([h:hangers], hangs(h)) :::
  different dress on each of the hangers

hangs(1) == rayon Or hangs(6) == rayon :::
  The rayon dress is on hanger 1 or hanger 6

Or(hangs(3) == wool, hangs(3) == silk) :::
  Either the wool dress or the silk dress is on hanger 3

hangs(2) == gauze And hangs(5) == polyester :::
  The gauze dress is on a lower-numbered hanger than the polyester dress

hangs(4) == linen And hangs(4) == silk :::
  The linen dress hangs immediately to the right of the silk dress
```

**Options:**

**Question:** Which one of the following could be an accurate matching of the hangers to the fabrics of the dresses that hang on them?

```prolog
is_valid(hangs(1) == linen And hangs(2) == silk And hangs(3) == wool And hangs(4) == gauze And hangs(5) == polyester And hangs(6) == rayon) ::: (D)

is_valid(hangs(1) == gauze And hangs(2) == rayon And hangs(3) == silk And hangs(4) == linen And hangs(5) == wool And hangs(6) == polyester) ::: (E)
```

**Solver Flag:** execution error

**Predicted Answer:** None

**Implicit Constraints Refiner**

**Declarations:**

```prolog
hangers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6])
dresses = EnumSort([gauze, linen, polyester, rayon, silk, wool])
hangs = Function([hangers] -> [dresses])
```

**Constraints:**

```prolog
Distinct([h:hangers], hangs(h)) :::
  different dress on each of the hangers

hangs(1) == rayon Or hangs(6) == rayon :::
  The rayon dress is on hanger 1 or hanger 6

Or(hangs(3) == wool, hangs(3) == silk) :::
  Either the wool dress or the silk dress is on hanger 3

hangs(2) == gauze And hangs(5) == polyester :::
  The gauze dress is on a lower-numbered hanger than the polyester dress

hangs(4) == linen And hangs(4) == silk :::
  The linen dress hangs immediately to the right of the silk dress
```

**Options:**

**Question:** Which one of the following could be an accurate matching of the hangers to the fabrics of the dresses that hang on them?

```prolog
is_valid(hangs(1) == linen And hangs(2) == silk And hangs(3) == wool And hangs(4) == gauze And hangs(5) == polyester And hangs(6) == rayon) :::
  The rayon dress is on a lower-numbered hanger than the polyester dress

is_valid(hangs(1) == wool :::
  The wool dress is on hanger 1
```

**Options:**

**Question:** Which one of the following could be an accurate matching of the
hangers to the fabrics of the dresses that hang on them?

is_valid(hangs(1) == wool And hangs(2) == gauze And hangs(3) == silk And hangs(4) == linen And hangs(5) == polyester And hangs(6) == rayon) ::: (A)

is_valid(hangs(1) == rayon And hangs(2) == wool And hangs(3) == gauze And hangs(4) == silk And hangs(5) == linen And hangs(6) == polyester) ::: (B)

is_valid(hangs(1) == polyester And hangs(2) == gauze And hangs(3) == wool And hangs(4) == silk And hangs(5) == linen And hangs(6) == rayon) ::: (C)

is_valid(hangs(1) == linen And hangs(2) == polyester And hangs(3) == silk And hangs(4) == wool And hangs(5) == linen And hangs(6) == polyester) ::: (D)

is_valid(hangs(1) == gauze And hangs(2) == wool And hangs(3) == silk And hangs(4) == linen And hangs(5) == polyester And hangs(6) == gauze And hangs(5) == polyester) ::: (E)

Solver Flag: execution error
Predicted Answer: None

Error Feedback Refiner

Declarations:
hangers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6])
dresses = EnumSort([gauze, linen, polyester, rayon, silk, wool])
hangs = Function(hangers) --> dresses

Constraints:
Distinct([h: hangers], hangs(h)) ::: different dress on each of the hangers

Or(hangs(1) == rayon, hangs(6) == rayon) ::: The rayon dress is on hanger 1 or hanger 6

Or(hangs(3) == wool, hangs(3) == silk) ::: Either the wool dress or the silk dress is on hanger 3

Or(hangs(2) == gauze, hangs(5) == polyester) ::: The gauze dress is on a lower-numbered hanger than the polyester dress

Or(hangs(4) == linen, hangs(4) == silk) ::: The linen dress hangs immediately to the right of the silk dress

hangs(1) == wool ::: The wool dress is on hanger 1

Options:
is_valid(hangs(1) == wool) ::: (A)
is_valid(hangs(1) == rayon) ::: (B)
is_valid(hangs(1) == polyester) ::: (C)
is_valid(hangs(1) == linen) ::: (D)
is_valid(hangs(1) == gauze) ::: (E)

Solver Flag: "Success"
Predicted Answer: (A)
Reference Answer: (A)
C  Coder-Reviewer: Input Prompt

In the following code block, we provide an illustrative example showcasing the input prompt of the coder-reviewer during the process of backward translation from logic programs to natural language.

Task Description: You are given a logic program consisting of three parts: Declarations, Constraints, and Options. This logic program is a formalization of an original natural language problem. Your task is to output the original natural language problem.

Logic Program
Declarations:
people = EnumSort([Vladimir, Wendy])
meals = EnumSort([breakfast, lunch, dinner, snack])
foods = EnumSort([fish, hot_cakes, macaroni, omelet, poached_eggs])
eats = Function([people, meals] -> [foods])

Constraints:
ForAll([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) != eats(Wendy, m)) :::: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy
ForAll([p: people, f: foods], Count([m: meals], eats(p, m) == f) <= 1) :::: Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, breakfast) == hot_cakes, eats(p, breakfast) == poached_eggs, eats(p, breakfast) == omelet)) :::: For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, lunch) == fish, eats(p, lunch) == hot_cakes, eats(p, lunch) == macaroni, eats(p, lunch) == omelet)) :::: For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, dinner) == fish, eats(p, dinner) == hot_cakes, eats(p, dinner) == macaroni, eats(p, dinner) == omelet)) :::: For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet
ForAll([p: people], Or(eats(p, snack) == fish, eats(p, snack) == omelet)) :::: For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet

Options:
Question :::: Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == fish)) :::: (A)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == hot_cakes)) :::: (B)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == macaroni)) :::: (C)
is_valid(Exists([m: meals], eats(Vladimir, m) == poached_eggs)) :::: (E)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Natural Language Problem
On Tuesday Vladimir and Wendy each eat exactly four separate meals: breakfast, lunch, dinner, and a snack. The following is all that is known about what they eat during the day: At no meal does Vladimir eat the same kind of food as Wendy. Neither of them eats the same kind of food more than once during the day. For breakfast, each eats exactly one of the following: hot cakes, poached eggs, or omelet. For lunch, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet. For dinner, each eats exactly one of the following: fish, hot cakes, macaroni, or omelet. For a snack, each eats exactly one of the following: fish or omelet. Wendy eats an omelet for lunch.

Question:
Vladimir must eat which one of the following foods?
Choices:
(A) fish
(B) hot cakes
(C) macaroni
(D) omelet
(E) poached eggs
**D Prompt and Output Logic Program Examples**

In this section, we present sample prompts and logic program outputs generated by the Language Models (LLMs) in Logic-LM. Specifically focusing on failure cases, the displayed LLM outputs demonstrate instances that resulted in either execution or parsing errors.

### D.1 Execution Error Examples

#### Input Prompt

**Task Description**: Given a problem description and a question. The task is to formulate the problem as a logic program, consisting of three parts: Declarations, Constraints, and Options.

- **Declarations**: Declare the variables and functions.
- **Constraints**: Write the constraints in the problem description as logic formulas.
- **Options**: Write the options in the question as logic formulas.

**Context**: Four boys - Fred, Juan, Marc, and Paul - and three girls - Nita, Rachel, and Trisha - will be assigned to a row of five adjacent lockers, numbered consecutively 1 through 5, arranged along a straight wall. The following conditions govern the assignment of lockers to the seven children: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children, and each child must be assigned to exactly one locker. Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy. Juan must share a locker, but Rachel cannot share a locker. Nita’s locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha’s locker. Fred must be assigned to locker 3. (... more context here)

**Question**: If Trisha is assigned to locker 3 and Marc alone is assigned to locker 1, then which one of the following must be true?

**Options**:

(A) Juan is assigned to locker 4.
(B) Juan is assigned to locker 5.
(C) Paul is assigned to locker 2.
(D) Rachel is assigned to locker 2.
(E) Rachel is assigned to locker 5.

**Reference Answer**: (B)

#### LLM Logic Programs

**Logic-LM (GPT-4)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Declarations:</th>
<th>Constraints:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>children = EnumSort([Fred, Juan, Marc, Paul, Nita, Rachel, Trisha])</td>
<td>ForAll([c: children], Exists([l: lockers], assigned(c) == l)) ::: each child must be assigned to exactly one locker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lockers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])</td>
<td>ForAll([l: lockers], c1:children, c2:children, And(c1 != c2, assigned(c1) == 1, assigned(c2) == 1, shared(l))) ::: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assigned = Function([children] -&gt; [lockers])</td>
<td>ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(shared(l), Exists([b: children], And(assigned(b) == l, Or(b == Fred, b == Juan, b == Marc, b == Paul), Or(g == Nita, g == Rachel, g == Trisha)))) ::: Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared = Function([lockers] -&gt; [bool])</td>
<td>Exists([l: lockers], And(assigned(Juan) == 1, shared(l))) ::: Juan must share a locker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Options**:

ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(Or(assigned(Nita) == l, assigned(Trisha) == l), Not(Or(assigned(Nita) == l-1, assigned(Trisha) == l+1)))) ::: Nita’s locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha’s locker |

ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(assigned(Fred) == 3, exists([b: children], And(assigned(b) == 1, Or(b == Fred, b == Juan, b == Marc, b == Paul), Not(shared(1)))))) ::: Fred must be assigned to locker 3 |

ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(shared(l), exists([b: children], And(assigned(b) == 1, Or(b == Fred, b == Juan, b == Marc, b == Paul), Or(g == Nita, g == Rachel, g == Trisha)))) ::: Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy |

ForAll([l: lockers], And(assigned(Juan) == 4), Implies(shared(l), exists([b: children], And(assigned(b) == 4, Or(b == Fred, b == Juan, b == Marc, b == Paul), Or(g == Nita, g == Rachel, g == Trisha)))) ::: Rachel cannot share a locker |

**Solver flag: execution error**

**Predicted answer**: (C)
Logic-LM (Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct)

Declarations:
children = EnumSort([Fred, Juan, Marc, Paul, Nita, Rachel, Trisha])
lockers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
assigned\_to = Function([children, lockers] -> [bool])

Constraints:
ForAll([c: children], Exists([l: lockers],
assigned\_to(c, l))) ::: Each child must be assigned to exactly one locker
ForAll([l: lockers], Count([c: children],
assigned\_to(c, l)) == 1) or (Count([c: children],
assigned\_to(c, l)) == 2)) ::: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children
ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(assigned\_to(Fred, l), assigned\_to(Marc, l + 1))) ::: No child can be assigned to adjacent lockers
assigned\_to(Fred, 3) ::: Fred must be assigned to locker 3
assigned\_to(Marc, 1) ::: Marc alone is assigned to locker 1
assigned\_to(Trisha, 3) ::: Trisha is assigned to locker 3

Options:
Question ::: If Trisha is assigned to locker 3 and Marc alone is assigned to locker 1, then which one of the following must be true?
is\_sat(assigned\_to(Juan, 4)) ::: (A)
is\_sat(assigned\_to(Juan, 5)) ::: (B)
is\_sat(assigned\_to(Rachel, 2)) ::: (C)
is\_sat(assigned\_to(Rachel, 5)) ::: (D)
solver flag: execution error
predicted answer: (C)

Logic-LM (vicuna-13b-v1.5)

Declarations:
people = EnumSort([Fred, Juan, Marc, Nita, Paul, Rachel, Trisha])
lockers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
assigned = Function([people, lockers] -> [bool])
shared = Function([people, people] -> [bool])

Constraints:
ForAll([p: people], And(1 <= assigned(p, lockers), assigned(p, lockers) <= 5)) ::: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children, and each child must be assigned to exactly one locker
ForAll([p: people, q: people], And(assigned(p, lockers), assigned(q, lockers), p != q, shared(p, q))) ::: Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy
And(assigned(Juan, lockers), Not(assigned(Rachel, lockers))) ::: Juan must share a locker, but Rachel cannot share a locker
And(assigned(Nita, lockers), Not(assigned(Trisha, lockers - 1))) ::: Nita's locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha's locker
assigned(Fred, 3) ::: Fred must be assigned to locker 3

Options:
Question ::: If Trisha is assigned to locker 3 and Marc alone is assigned to locker 1, then which one of the following must be true?
is\_sat(And(assigned(Trisha, 3), Not(assigned(Marc, 1)), Not(assigned(Juan, 4)), Not(assigned(Juan, 5)), Not(assigned(Paul, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 5)), assigned(Juan, 4))) ::: (A) Juan is assigned to locker 4.
is\_sat(And(assigned(Trisha, 3), Not(assigned(Marc, 1)), Not(assigned(Juan, 4)), Not(assigned(Juan, 5)), Not(assigned(Paul, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 5)), assigned(Juan, 5))) ::: (B) Juan is assigned to locker 5.
is\_sat(And(assigned(Trisha, 3), Not(assigned(Marc, 1)), Not(assigned(Juan, 4)), Not(assigned(Juan, 5)), Not(assigned(Paul, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 5)), assigned(Juan, 4))) ::: (C) Paul is assigned to locker 2.
is\_sat(And(assigned(Trisha, 3), Not(assigned(Marc, 1)), Not(assigned(Juan, 4)), Not(assigned(Juan, 5)), Not(assigned(Paul, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 5)), assigned(Rachel, 2))) ::: (D) Rachel is assigned to locker 2.
is\_sat(And(assigned(Trisha, 3), Not(assigned(Marc, 1)), Not(assigned(Juan, 4)), Not(assigned(Juan, 5)), Not(assigned(Paul, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 2)), Not(assigned(Rachel, 5)), assigned(Rachel, 5))) ::: (E) Rachel is assigned to locker 5.
solver flag: execution error
predicted answer: (C)
D.2 Parsing Error Examples

Input Prompt

Task Description: Given a problem description and a question. The task is to formulate the problem as a logic program, consisting three parts: Declarations, Constraints, and Options.

Declarations: Declare the variables and functions.
Constraints: Write the constraints in the problem description as logic formulas.
Options: Write the options in the question as logic formulas.

Context: Four boys - Fred, Juan, Marc, and Paul - and three girls - Nita, Rachel, and Trisha - will be assigned to a row of five adjacent lockers, numbered consecutively 1 through 5, arranged along a straight wall. The following conditions govern the assignment of lockers to the seven children: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children, and each child must be assigned to exactly one locker. Each shared locker must be assigned to one girl and one boy. Juan must share a locker, but Rachel cannot share a locker. Nita's locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha's locker. Fred must be assigned to locker 3.

Question: Which one of the following is a complete and accurate list of the children who must be among those assigned to shared lockers?

Options:
(A) Fred, Juan
(B) Juan, Paul
(C) Juan, Marc, Paul
(D) Juan, Marc, Trisha
(E) Juan, Nita, Trisha

Reference Answer: (E)

LLM Logic Programs

Logic-LM (GPT-4)

Declarations:

children = EnumSort([Fred, Juan, Marc, Paul, Nita, Rachel, Trisha])
lockers = EnumSort([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
assigned = Function([children] -> [lockers])

Constraints:

ForAll([l: lockers], Or(Count([c: children], assigned(c) == l) == 1, And(Count([c: children], assigned(c) == l) == 2, Exists([b: boys, g: girls], And(assigned(b) == 1, assigned(g) == 1)))) :::: Each locker must be assigned to either one or two children, and each child must be assigned to exactly one locker
Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)) :::: Juan must share a locker
ForAll([c: children], assigned(Rachel) != assigned(c)) :::: Rachel cannot share a locker
ForAll([l: lockers], Implies(assigned(Nita) == l, And(assigned(Trisha) != 1, assigned(Trisha) != l - 1, assigned(Trisha) != l + 1))) :::: Nita's locker cannot be adjacent to Trisha's locker
assigned(Fred) == 3 :::: Fred must be assigned to locker 3

Options:

Question :::: Which one of the following is a complete and accurate list of the children who must be among those assigned to shared lockers

is_accurate_list([Exists([c: children], assigned(Fred) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Paul) == assigned(c))]) :::: (A)
is_accurate_list([Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Paul) == assigned(c))]) :::: (B)
is_accurate_list([Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Marc) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Paul) == assigned(c))]) :::: (C)
is_accurate_list([Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Marc) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Trisha) == assigned(c))]) :::: (D)
is_accurate_list([Exists([c: children], assigned(Juan) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Nita) == assigned(c)), Exists([c: children], assigned(Trisha) == assigned(c))]) :::: (E)

solver flag: parsing error
predicted answer: (B)
## E Extra Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Executable Rate</th>
<th>Executable Accuracy</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logic-LM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>32.61%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>31.74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5-turbo</td>
<td>20.05%</td>
<td>31.82%</td>
<td>23.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixtral-8x7B-Instruct</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.16%</td>
<td>24.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vicuna-13b-v1.5</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>19.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINC</td>
<td>GPT-4</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our</td>
<td>GPT-3.5-turbo</td>
<td>32.47%</td>
<td>22.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Performance of different LLMs against our framework using the Random backup strategy (pick a random answer out of the five choices) instead of the LLM prompting backup strategy.

Table 5 presents the effectiveness of revising the generated logical programs iteratively using the error messages from the symbolic solver as feedback. We could not notice any improvement for the error feedback refinement while using Vicuna model in Logic-LM. Although similar results were observed in [Pan et al., 2023] on accuracy, the executable rate is improved with number of rounds by 5% on average. So this behavior can be justified due to the limited LLM’s expressiveness power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement Rounds</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executable Accuracy</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Executable Rate</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
<td>3.48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Performance of Logic-LM (Vicuna) with error feedback refinement.